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INSPIRED ALIEN

INSPIRED MADAM COCO

A sophisticated floral Oriental fragrance opening with
green fruity top notes of plum, neroli, star anise,
cardamom and green accord supported by an Oriental
floral blend of jasmine, muguet, rose, orange blossom,
cashmeran and ylang leading to powdery amber and
musky base notes.

A sophisticated floral Oriental fragrance opening with green
fruity top notes of plum, neroli, star anise, cardamom and
green accord supported by an Oriental floral blend of jasmine,
muguet, rose, orange blossom, cashmeran and ylang leading
to powdery amber and musky base notes.

INSPIRED DARK OPIUM

INSPIRED SII

A warm Oriental spicy fragrance with top notes of pink
pepper, orange blossom and pear leading to a heart of
orchid and coffee and a sumptuous base of amber,
patchouli, vanilla and cedar.

An Oriental accord opening with cassis, bergamot,
mandarin and green notes leading to a heart of freesia,
may rose, jasmine, lily and heliotrope supported by
patchouli, cedarwood, sandalwood, amber, sugar and
vanilla in the base.

INSPIRED OLYMPIA
A sensual modern Oriental fragrance opening with
sparkling green mandarin, sweet orange, lush pear and
aquatic notes leading to a complex heart of water
jasmine, mimosa, hot ginger lily and water lily resting on
an intense base of salted vanilla, sandalwood, amber, dry
fruits and velvet woods.

INSPIRED LA VIE EST
n Oriental fragrance that starts with top notes of
bergamot, grapefruit and cassis. It is followed by floral
notes of orris, jasmine, orange blossom and lily and rests
on a background with vanilla, tonka bean, praline,
patchouli, cedarwood, musk and ambergris

INSPIRED DECADENT
An Oriental floral with top notes of bergamot, plum and
iris, a heart of rose, jasmine, ylang and orris and a base
of amber, vetiver, woody, musk and vanilla.

FRUITY
LIME, BASIL & MANDARIN

INSPIRED LEMON SHERBET

A refreshing citrus fragrance where notes of juicy mandarin,
lemon and a nuance of lime are accompanied by uplifting
basil and thyme with a hint of lemongrass and spearmint.
These all rest on a cool moss base with accents of
labdanum and vetivert.

A sweet confectionary accord of juicy lemon and lime and a
splash of sweet orange and hints of red fruits, strawberry and
raspberry followed by a fizzy tongue twisting sherbet.

INSPIRED RHUBARB & ROSE

INSPIRED MINT & RHUBARB

A crisp mouthwatering rhubarb fragrance smoothed by
elderflower, tea rose and hints of pineapple resting on a
base of musk, velvety woods and dry fruits.

Rhubarb & Mint Crisp zingy stewed rhubarb with hints of pear
and apple sweetened by caramelised sugar. These are freshened
by lush garden mint leaves and hints of lemon.

LEMON & LAVENDER

INSPIRED SEYCHELLES

A bright fragrance of lemon, lavender and eucalyptus with
green and fruity nuances including tomato leaf, lime and spices.

A robust Oriental accord opening with soft fruits, coconut and
cyclamen leading to a warm heart of clove and rich floral tones of
jasmine, heliotrope and rose supported by a sweet base of
vanilla, amber, sugar, musk.

FRESH
INSPIRED BABY POWDER

INSPIRED FRESH LINEN

A soft powdery baby accord with caring floral notes of
rose, violet and heliotrope supported by a base of smooth
woods, vanilla and musk.

A refreshing clean scent with subtle notes of powder &
musk. A fresh aldehydic white floral fragrance with notes
of citrus and melon and a background of clean ozone and
orange flower.

INSPIRED WHITE DOVE
A comforting floral with fresh aldehydic top notes
accompanied by gentle floral notes of rose and jasmine.
The base is composed of musk, moss, woods and a hint
of sweet buttermilk.

INSPIRED SUMMER BREEZE
A delightful floral fragrance where fresh green apple rests
upon a heart of violet, heliotrope and a touch of spice
supported by a powdery base of tonka, musk and woods.

INSPIRED COTTON FRESH

CRISP LINEN & AQUA SKY

A fresh fruity floral opening with top notes of cyclamen,
apple, bergamot, peach and citrus hints leading to a floral
heart of violet, jasmine, gardenia and rose supported by
a base of cotton soft musk and woods.

A fresh floral with green and citrus notes.

INSPIRED SRING AWKENING
Fresh fruity green chypre with geranium, pear, ylang,
jasmine, neroli, carnation, amber, musk, patchouli and
tonka.

